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- spiritual and physical rejuvenation -- spiritual and physical rejuvenation -
- ministry fund revitalization -- ministry fund revitalization -

- ministry focus -- ministry focus -
- team growth -- team growth -



Discipling in a New York Minute - We are working with new
believers and are trying to ensure they grow deeply in their faith
and obedience to Christ. However, the demands of their work and
1st generation immigrant living make it difficult to regularly visit
them on the job or in their homes. Pray for wisdom as our team
works through these challenges.

Spiritual and Physical Rejuvenation - Our family never left the city
during the pandemic because we felt the good Lord desired us to
stay put and suffer alongside our neighbors. We do need help
discerning how to best take respite and recreate in a still much
restricted setting.

Ministry Fund Revitalization - We dipped deeply down our ministry
fund well to serve the unreached community during the pandemic
and put partnership development on hold. As a result we will likely
see significant reduction in our income in the upcoming months.

Ministry Focus - A few very important endeavors have come upon
us during this season of pandemic. We need wisdom to discern
which to focus on and which to invite others to assist with or
undertake completely. Among them are some serious issues we
stumbled into while serving during the pandemic. We need the
Lord's wisdom and could use your input.

Team Growth - We are pleased with how our work in Queens has
especially taken off during the pandemic with multiple baptisms, a
church planted, and doors regularly opened in such dark settings.
We want to see this cooperative effort continue to expand in
other unreached enclaves in the city. Pray for more laborers,
especially those who speak Arabic and have experience in Arab
countries. 
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